Reasons for voting UKIP on 23rd May 2019.
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UKIP achieved and won the Referendum of 2016.

UKIP stands for Brexit and an independent
democratic Britain governed under its own laws by its
own Parliament and Government.
UKIP is a party made up of ordinary, decent, patriotic
people of many different origins and backgrounds.
A vote for UKIP is a vote against uncontrolled and
unlimited immigration.
UKIP supports our Armed Forces and Veterans.
UKIP stands against political correctness and for free
speech.

Vote UKIP – Vote to Make Brexit Happen

If you believe in Britain then join UKIP now
Membership is £30 per annum as a one-off payment, or £4 per month.

www.ukip.org/join
T: 0333 800 6800
E: mail@ukip.org
@UKIP
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VOTE UKIP • Vote To Make Brexit Happen
Brexit is being betrayed

How Britain must leave the European Union

What UKIP stands for:

A patriotic Government and Parliament determined to
implement the result of the Referendum would do the
following:

The Referendum decision of 23rd June 2016 and
the 17.4 million people who voted Leave have been
betrayed by the political class in Westminster.
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No second Referendum. The democratic decision
of the 2016 Referendum must be honoured and
implemented.
Leave the EU under the policy of unilateral and
unconditional withdrawal. The UK must take
control of the process and tell the EU how we are
leaving - not ask the EU how it can be done.

UKIP MEPs will take up their seats to campaign to
bring about Britain’s exit from the European Union
as quickly as possible.
UKIP MEPs will vote against all EU legislation on
the basis that the EU has no legitimate right to
legislate over the British people. They will only vote
for of amendments to legislation where powers are
returned to the nation state.
Keeping HM Armed Forces out of the planned EU
Defence Union.

Theresa May’s Withdrawal Agreement and Political
Declaration are a complete surrender. This means
leaving the EU in name only – with the way wide open to
going back in later.
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Reject Article 50 – it is a trap designed to prevent
a country leaving the EU, not a means of making it
happen.

Repeal the European Communities Act (1972)
– leave the European Union under our law not the
EU’s law.

Offer the EU continued tariff-free trade, or WTO
terms – the EU’s choice.
Offer reciprocal citizens’rights – for EU and UK
citizens.
Repeal or amend EU derived legislation in
accordance with our priorities and timescales.

Stop asking the European Union how we can
leave and start telling them how we will leave.

